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Featured Researchers

Dr. Daniele Fabris; Expanding the Scope of Mass Spec in Early Phase Drug Discovery

I met with Dr. Fabris, a senior faculty member here at The RNA Institute to discuss his research program that concentrates on “targets” or potential drug candidates for HIV. Now, in collaboration with Dr. Cara Pager, he is also exploring HCV and Polio. He explained to me how he believes that RNA has enormous potential both as a direct therapeutic and target to be modified via small molecule based drugs. (more)

Prashanth Rangan; Pew Scholar

The Rangan Lab is a’ buzz with excitement and the commotion isn’t coming from some flyaway Drosophila samples. Rather the clamor is over Dr. Prashanth Rangan being named a Pew Scholar in the Biomedical Sciences. His lab will receive $240,000, valuable funding for his research into the inner workings of the Drosophila germ cell. (more)

Latest publications by Institute members.

Latest grants and achievements awarded to Institute members.

New Postdoctoral Research Associate position at The RNA Institute.

Welcome new Faculty Advisory Board members.